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ABSTRACT
Content based Image Retrieval systems are now used in various automated systems because they
largely produce accurate results as they do not depend on the metadata for telling what the image is but
rather define it on the basis contents of the image like color, shape, texture and spatial locations. Content
based Image retrieval systems have a repository of similar images and when a query image is presented
to system it matches similar images in the database. This process aids in various applications like
security checks to medical diagnosis. But all CBIR systems in common have to store the images which
take a huge space. Here in this work, a unique approach is being devised to reduce the space complexity
for a CBIR system used for detecting cervical cancer. When it comes to medical image it is not the
question of how to reduce space, but along with it, the original contents of the image also has to be
preserved.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Content Based Image Retrieval is an application of computer vision to solve the image
retrieval problem. This problem is based on how to search and retrieve images from a database
with the least amount of time and with maximum efficiency. Content based means searching
and retrieving an image using it contents like shape, color, texture and spatial location rather
than the metadata as most traditional system do. The Content based retrieval system thrives
because the metadata method can often be misleading as it depends on the metadata creator to
define the content. Here on the other hand the content is defined using accurate mathematical
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methods thus increasing accuracy and the ability to match more similar images in the database
when presented with a query image.
In the field of data mining it is a well established fact that the more data you have, the
more precise your predictions can be. For example, you have a medical database and you need
to diagnose a patient having a form of cancer. When the CBIR system is presented with the
symptoms it retrieves similar cases from the database. If the database size is large then the
accuracy rate goes up even higher, thus giving the doctor a look into many such cases and hence
helping him prescribe the best medication possible. But with the larger database comes the
problem of storage.
Here, in this work, a unique approach is being formulated to save storage space by using
a different color space. In the previous work we had formulated and tested a content based
image retrieval system using combination feature set. The whole CBIR system was developed
with accuracy and efficiency in mind. Like for segmentation a watershed segmentation using
morphological operators was used for preserving the edges, thereby increasing the accuracy. A
number of such techniques were implemented. A need was felt to find a method to reduce the
space complexity of the 917 images in the sample database as it would increase efficiency of
the overall system being developed.
Section II spells out the unique approach used to tackle this problem. Section III gives the
results and Section IV concludes the work.

2. COLOR SPACE
In the previous work, a lot of attention was paid to textural features to improve the
accuracy of the CBIR model. Here, the concentration is on reducing storage space and improve
efficiency.
Color is formed when white light from the sun or any other source bounces of the surface
and wherein certain wavelength gets subtracted hence forming the different hues which we see
in the rainbow. Colour as we see is present in wavelengths measuring 390 to 700 nm. To
represent this color in the computer for the purpose of display or computation a color space
concept is used.
A color space is an abstract mathematical model which describes colors as a set of tuples
of numbers. There are various color models available like RGB, CMYK, YUV, HSV, etc. All
these have various variants and are used for varied applications. RGB is used in monitors of
both, television and computers. CMYK is used for printing, YUV is used as television standards,
and HSV is used for high quality image editing works.
In this work, the images are stored in HSI color space which is variant of HSV color space.
In doing this, the amount of storage reduces dramatically.
2. 1. HSI Image
HSI Image is a combination of Hue, Saturation and Intensity of an image. It is a variant
of HSV image where the V stands for velocity. A diagrammatic model of HSI image is shown
below in Figure 1.
The HSI color model can be best represented an inverted cone. The central core line is
the intensity. Intensity ranges from 0 to 1. The values in between these are the grayshades
showing the intensity of the Hue which can be any color of the color cube which is a
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combination of primary and secondary colors. Saturation is the diluation of how bright and light
the Hue should be. In short hue tells the color, intensity tells the brightness and saturation can
be said as the sharpness of the color.

Figure 1. HSI color model

The reason for choosing HSI color model is that it is good for high quality computer
graphics and for medical images a high quality image is a must.
2. 2. Conversion to HIS color space
With a lot of potential color models available the most widespread and most commonly
used color model is the RGB color model. Figure 2 shows the RGB color model. RGB stands
for Red Green and Blue which the primary colors of the color space.
The input images are normally in this color model and these need to be converted to HSI
color space. The pseudo code of this is given below.
1) Separate the three components namely H, S and I.
2) Obtain the binary image from the saturation component.
3) Multiply the binary image with hue component and obtain the product image.
4) Take the complement of intensity or value component.
5) Obtain the binary image from the complement image.
6) Merge the output of step 5 and step 3 to obtain the grey scale image.
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Figure 2. RGB Color Model

After applying the above pseudocode on the RGB image the result would be as shown in
Figure 3.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 3. (a) RGB Image, (b) HSI Image

Figure 3(a) shows a cervical cancer cell represented with RGB color space with 2.41 KB
of storage space and Figure 3(b) shows a cervical cancer cell represented in HSI color space
with a storage space of 1.97 KB which amounts to about 18.67% reduction of storage space.
Although the reduction seems meagre it has a significant impact in databases containing
thousands of images.
2. 3. Dataset

Figure 4. Distribution of the Herlev Dataset
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To prove that this technique is really effective, it has also been tested on a large dataset.
The images used here are from the Herlev Dataset. This dataset contains a total of 917 images
A distribution of the Images is shown in Figure 4.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 5. Percentage of Reduction of RGB versus HSI Color Spaces

Figure 6. Total File Sizes of the Images Present in the Herlev Data Set Represented by
the Two Color Spaces
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The images in the Herlev dataset are represented in RGB color space. Hence using the
above algorithm it is converted into HSI color space. The percentage of reduction for each of
the image in the Herlev Dataset is shown in a stacked graph in Figure 5 and the percentage of
reduction for the images is shown in graphical format in Figure 6. As shown in Figure 5 the
RGB color space takes about 76864986 bytes (76.86 MB) to store the images whereas the HSI
color space takes only 4353114 bytes (4.35 MB) to store the images. This reduces the storage
space by 94.34%.

4. CONCLUSION
The technique of swapping color spaces proves to improve storage space complexity by
a whopping 93.34% and thus proving the efficiency of the Content Based Image Retrieval
System. The other important advantage is that it doesn’t consume much computation time to
convert from one color model to another, thus providing us with an efficient and robust system.
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